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Zebra Technologies
Voice Enablement
Accelerate customized voice solutions to meet your mobility
and infrastructure needs
Voice Enablement, a Zebra Signature Service, unites voice capabilities with mobility technologies to expand
connectivity across your enterprise.
Advances in voice technology have opened up new opportunities in connectivity, but many enterprises are not
taking full advantage of how voice capabilities can converge with mobility. Voice Enablement leverages that
convergence, making it easier for front-line personnel to communicate with your customers and with each other.
Accessing Zebra’s unique domain experience, Voice Enablement integrates Zebra’s solutions into its mobile
computing capabilities. Zebra experts accelerate customized voice solutions specifically to meet your unique
mobility and infrastructure requirements. The results improve operations and saves costs while reducing the
number of devices needed to unite your enterprise. Ultimately, Voice Enablement connects you more closely
with your customers to give you a performance edge over the competition.

Solve connectivity challenges
Uniting voice and mobility presents many obstacles, such as what voice capabilities and applications are
best, and how to address infrastructure needs and increase adoption. Voice Enablement solves for those
challenges and many more, including how to design a solution to meet your specific needs today and for the
future.

Deploy customized solutions
Zebra’s domain experts design and deploy highly customized voice solutions integrated into your existing
environment. Through discovery workshops, infrastructure assessments, and other offerings, Zebra accelerates
the implementation and adoption of your solution quickly and cost-effectively.

Improve efficiencies and productivity
Voice Enablement improves operational efficiencies and workforce productivity by uniting your personnel and
customers on the same communication wavelength. Enterprises turn to Voice Enablement to get the most out
of their voice-enabled mobility solutions, optimize telephony capabilities, and maximize ROI.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature
or access our global contact directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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Why Zebra?
At Zebra, we recognize that for businesses to compete they must become as
smart and connected as the world we live in. While other providers focus on
their own products, we focus on your business outcomes. Voice Enablement
is just one example of how we do this. We accelerate your connectivity
solution and ensure it is delivered expertly end-to-end to enhance your
enterprise.

At-a-Glance: Voice Enablement

Voice
Discovery

Overview

Business Impact

Collaborate with key stakeholders during discovery workshops
to define your strategic needs for a connectivity solution.

A solution tailored to meet your unique needs and fill specific
gaps in connectivity.

Develop a roadmap to achieve your goals and an actionable
plan going forward.

Speedier project development and implementation.

Identify project requirements and detailed integration and
infrastructure plans to successfully implement voice technology.
Voice Site
Consulting

Survey current, site-specific voice environment and
infrastructure, and customize a design for your enterprise
strategy.
Launch pilot to test voice design and effectiveness with existing
applications.

Voice
Adoption

Minimized risks to project schedules, results and end-user
adoption.
The assurance of a new voice system properly designed with
our unique solution-based methodology.
Project implementation managed against the challenges of
innovation to ensure results and ROI.

Consult and guide on developing voice application
interoperability.

Improved customer experience from mobile capabilities that
unite all personnel internally, and front-line personnel with
customers.

Develop custom training program and coordinate plan to
facilitate operational expertise and user adoption.

Accelerated adoption to take full advantage of your connectivity
and mobile solution.

Conduct site audits, and assessments for continued assurance
the technology and user adoption are in top condition.

Expedited ROI and business outcomes from speedier project
success and maintenance.

Leverage the convergence of voice and mobility to unite your enterprise –
only with Voice Enablement, a Zebra Signature Service.
For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature
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